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Evolution of the DNADay Essay Contest

2008
- Invitation from ASHG to partner with them in DNADay
- Branch of the Education Committee

2009
- Submission from ESHG Website
  www.dnaday.eu
Evolution of the DNADay Essay Contest

2008: Italy (50)
2009: MZ (33)
2010: Italy (34)
2011: Italy (54)
2012: Italy (57)
2013: Romania (44)
2014: Italy (33)
2015: BH (59)
2016: Turkey (49)
Goals of the DNADay

- The essay contest is meant as a learning tool
- To promote knowledge of genetics within Europe
- Challenge students to examine, question and reflect on the importance and social implications of genetic research and its applications
- Essays are expected to contain substantive, well-reasoned arguments
Timeline

- Early November: Chose the question (ASHG)
- November: Submission open
- Later November: Letter to National Genetics Society Presidents
- December-February: Organization and promotion within each country
- March: Deadline for submission to the ESHG website
- March – April: Corrections/judge
- April 25th: DNADay
- April 25th: Essay Contest winners will be announced
Questions 2016

1. Choose a genetic test that is currently available for a condition or disease that does not cause symptoms until adulthood (i.e., an adult-onset condition such as hereditary breast cancer). Describe how the test works and how certain the test results are. Then, either defend or refute the recommendation below from ESHG on "Genetic testing in asymptomatic minors":

"Presymptomatic and predictive genetic testing of minors for conditions with adult-onset is acceptable only if preventive actions (e.g. preventive surgery or early detection aimed at therapeutic interventions) can be initiated before adulthood. Otherwise pre symptomatic and predictive genetic testing in minors for adult-onset disorders should be deferred until the person has the maturity and competence to understand the nature of the decision and its implications."

or

2. Genomics is one of the main technologies that will facilitate personalized (or precision) medicine. In order to maximize the potential for personalized medicine, many people now advocate a big data approach. The future they see is that data from individuals held in electronic medical records, may be coupled with other information from wearable sensors as well as their biological samples held in DNA biobanks. Do you agree that the collection of biological samples from entire populations in large biobank facilities is a good idea to better understand the link between genomic markers and correct prevention/curative treatment? Is this the future of personalized medicine or do you see arguments not to share private information so widely?
DNADay 2016

1st place: Romania
2nd place: Italy
3rd place: Italy
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